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The Lost PST Password Problem is a Myth
May 2011. The APASSCRACKER Project has released an
updated version of Atomic PST Password Recovery. Now the
tried-and-true solution is even more practical and functional,
with support for PST files generated in Outlook 97-2010.
PST files (also called personal folders) store all of the information
created by Microsoft Outlook users. A PST file retains the folder
structure a user creates for saving email messages, as well as the actual emails and calendar events.
Atomic PST Password Recovery 2.1 from the password recovery experts at the APASSCRACKER
Project is specifically designed for business users and offers instant recovery of PST passwords used
in Microsoft’s popular Outlook software.
The updates include better support for Microsoft Outlook 2010, and the experts at the
APASSCRACKER project are confident that business users will be enthusiastic about the changes.
Atomic PST Password Recovery 2.1 still uses the same reliable engine and supports all versions of
Microsoft Outlook, from Outlook 97 all the way to Outlook 2010. With this single tool, users can
instantly recover lost passwords to PST files. And with Atomic PST Password Recovery 2.1, it doesn’t
matter how complex or long the password is – a positive result is always assured and always instant.
The Proven, Affordable Solution

Accent PST Password Recovery 2.1 runs on all Microsoft Windows operating systems from Windows
95 to Windows 7. A home license costs just $30, and a corporate license costs $45.
About the Project

APASSCRACKER projects started in 2002. Its aim was creation of affordable Windows applications
that can solve the lost passwords problem. Nowadays about 20 software solutions searching
passwords set for well-known applications and files such as Microsoft Office, zip and rar archives, email clients, etc. are available within the framework of the project.
Project Page: www.apasscracker.com
Product Page: www.apasscracker.com/products/pst-password.php
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